Standards Review and Revision
Fourth Committee Meeting Summary

January 12, 2018

Visual Arts Committee

**Meeting Summary**

Committee Chair: Connie Stewart
Committee Members present: Vanessa Hayes-Quintana, Erica Wernsmann, Capucine Chapman, Annalee Couch, Diane Wright, Beth Ann Cummings, Rachael Delaney, Dale Zalmstra, Christine Loehr

AM Focus: Reviewed public feedback on proposed VA standards revisions
- Analyzed all feedback and determined response

PM Focus: Continued focus on response to feedback
- Made changes based on analyzed feedback and filled out the data points synthesis collection tool. Assigned homework and next steps

**February Meeting Next Steps**

For the next meeting of the Visual Arts committee on February 23, 2018 on the MSU Campus committee members will:
- Finish revision proposals to the right side of the document
- Finish the Complete List of Proposed Revisions spreadsheet of all proposed changes and justifications
- Make any needed changes to the standards front matter to help explain revisions
- Make any needed changes to the standards family guides